Programs with Respect to Relief
and Rescue of Refugees: Cooperation
with Other Agencies: Private Organizations

Funds for Board Purposes
CROSS REFERENCE ON COOPERATION WITH OTHER AGENCIES
PRIVATE ORGANIZATIONS
FUNDS FOR BOARD PURPOSES

FOR:

1. Amendment to this License
2. Extension of this License
3. Renewal of this License
4. Correspondence concerning this application
5. Other (Specify)

1. FOR MATERIAL RE ATTEMPT OF BOARD TO OBTAIN FOR RESCUE AND RELIEF OPERATIONS TO BE CARRIED ON BY PRIVATE ORGANIZATIONS, CERTAIN UNALLOCATED FUNDS REMAINING IN THE NATIONAL WAR FUND
2. FOR MATERIAL RE TWO INSTANCES WHERE THE BOARD HAS ALREADY SUCCESSFULLY AIDED TWO PRIVATE GROUPS IN OBTAINING MONIES FROM THE NATIONAL WAR FUND

SEE:

1. COOPERATION WITH OTHER AGENCIES: OTHER GOVERNMENT AGENCIES (WAR RELIEF CONTROL BOARD)
2. PROGRAMS WITH RESPECT TO RELIEF & RESCUE OF REFUGEES: OTHER EVACUATION PROJECTS (RESCUE OF CZECHOSLOVAKIANS)
   PROGRAMS WITH RESPECT TO RELIEF & RESCUE OF REFUGEES: OTHER EVACUATION PROJECTS (RESCUE OF NORWEGIANS)